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Troubador Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Beyond the Shadows, Beryl
Armstrong, Beyond the Shadows by Beryl Armstrong is the gripping sequel to the popular saga
Where Shadows Fall (Book Guild Publishing, 2008). Drama, conflict and romance follows the
Herrington family as they struggle through the increasingly intense World War II. The Herrington
family, who reside in New Zealand, are threatened by the Japanese onslaught throughout the
Pacific Ocean. Tom Herrington's son Jack, who is captain of a merchant ship, is caught up in the
disastrous Pearl Harbour attack. In a later battle he is taken hostage. When his ship is captured by
the Japanese, Jack fears for his life. Luckily he finds a way to escape using the knowledge of his
father's ancient secret - but that's not the only secret the Herrington family have.The theft of two
prized, thoroughbred horses triggers consequences far beyond the Herrington family's imagination.
As Tom searches for the lost animals, he stumbles across a lifeless body in a cave in the New
Zealand foothills. How could the horses disappear from the remote sheep station? And, more
accurately, who stole them? And why was a body abandoned in a cave? As the mysterious...
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Reviews
It in just one of the best ebook. I could possibly comprehended everything using this written e ebook. You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of your
time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you check with me).
-- Da ya na B r ekke Sr .
An exceptional ebook along with the typeface employed was intriguing to see. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent of the ebook. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r ia n Miller
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